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I.  Introduction
What  is  the  nature  of  fluctuations  in  macloeconouic  tlme  series?
Despite  a growing  literature  on as)rnmetry and nonlinearity,  nost  analyses  of
macroeconomic  tlme  serles  still  employ  linear  models  that  assuDe  (either
inplicitly  or  expllcitly)  Gaussian  innovations.l  lndeed,  reflecting  this
Gaussian  orientation,  nost  stylized  facts  for  macroeconomic tine  series  have
been  computed  uslng  only  the  first  two  moments of  the  data.2  However,
anomalies  may be  present  in  macroecononLc tlne  sefles  that  are  ignored  and
left  unexplalned  by  traditional  linear  models.  One  such  anomaly  is  the
possibllity  that  there  are  large  but  infrequent  shocks  to  macroeconornlc tlme
series.  Ewents such  as  oll  shocks,  wars,  natural  disasters,  and changes  ln
policy  regimes  are  examples of  relatively  infrequently  occurring  events  that
may have  important  effects  on rnacroeconomic Cime series.
The purpose  of  this  paper  !s  to  determlne  the  prevalence  and nature  of
large  shocks  in  macroecononic  tine  serles.  We attempt  to  establish  the
frequency,  timing,  and  persistence  of  large  shocks  and  whether  they  are
important  contrLbutors  to  the  vaflalion  Ln  macroeconomlc  tirne  series.
Furtheruore,  we  attempt  to  match  these  shocks  with  identifiable  econonic
events.  With  these  objectives  in  mind,  we  search  for  outliers  in  fifteen
macroeconomic  time  serles.
We flnd  signiflcant  ewldence in  favor  of  the  t'large  shock"  hypothesis  in
post-Wofld  War II  quarterly  data.  Not  only  is  there  evidence  of  large  shocks
in  each of  the  fifteen  nacroeconomic  time  series  examined.  but  in  some  of  the
serles  these  shocks  account  for  a  subscantial  proportion  of  the  total
variance  in  the  serles--more  than  50  percent  for  aggregate  wage and  price
inflation  and  nearly  40  percent  for  consumption  expenditure,  ML  and  M2growth.
In  addltlon,  three  baslc  patterns  emerge  in  the  identified  outllers.
First,  many of  the  identified  outliers  seem to  be  associated  with  business
cycles,  in  particular  turnlng  points  and lecessions.  Second,  there  appears
to  be a clustering  of  outllers  wlthin  series  and across  series--outliers  tend
to  be bunched up over  tirne  and serles  tend  to  have  outliers  on the  same  date.
Third,  outlier  dates  ln  output  and  ernployrnent  series  do  not  overlap
substantlally  nith  outlier  dates  in  nonlnal  price  serles  such  as  the  GNP
deflator.  That  ls,  there  appears  to  be a dlchotony  between  outlier  behavlor
of  real  wersus  nonlnal  nacroeconomic  time  series.
Our  results  support  and  extend  the  evidence  found  by  Blanchard  and
Watson  (1985),  who examined  this  large  shock/suall  shock  hypothesis  within
the  context  of  a structural  vector  autogression  (VAR) that  included  aggregate
prices,  output,  uoney,  and  a  fiscal  policy  varlable.  They  found  excess
kurtosis  in  the  residuals  of  their  VAR and,  hence,  argued  that  this  is
consistent  with  large  infrequent  shocks.  However,  they  had  difficulty
linking  large  residuals  from  this  VAR to  economlc  events  and  suggested  that
Iarge,  infrequent  shocks  do not  dominate  business  cyele  fluctuatlons.
Our analysls  dlffers  from  Blanchard  and Watson in  several  ways.  We use
the  outllet  identification  procedute  of  Tsay  (1988)  to  determine  the  date  and
tyPe  of  outliers  in  the  data  we exami.ne.  The  advantages  of  this  procedure
are  that  it  does not  depend on a priori  inforrnatlon  about  when outliers  have
occurred,  and,  it  ls  quite  flexible  in  nodellng  the  dynamic  effects  of
outliers.  Because  lt  is  a  univariate  method,  we  analyze  each  series
separately.  While  uniwariate  analysis  by  its  nature  limits  the  klnds  of
interestlnB  economic interactions  that  can be uncovered,  it  does  allow  us  toJ
examlne  ualry  more  series  more  flextbly  than  is  possible  in  a  multivarlate
framework.
In  addltlon  to  explalning  the  excess  kurtosis  and/or  skeL'nes  s  found  in
the  fifteen  tlme  series,  controlling  for  outliers  elininates  nuch  of  the
evidence  of  nonllnearity  ln  many of  the  time  series  exanined.  This  polnts  to
a  link  between  identified  outlLers  and  posslble  nonlinearity  in  the  time
series.  While  generallzed  autoregresslve  conditionally  heteroscedastic
(CARCII)  variance  nodels  are  also  capable  of  capturing  the  nonlinearity  in
many of  the  tlne  series,  GARCH  rnodels do not  offef  as  rlch  an explanation  of
non-Gaussian  behavlor  in  manv nacroeconomic  time  series  as the  outller  model
does. Apparently,  important  anomalies  go  unexplained  by  GARCH
specifications,  leaving  standardized  residuals  that  are  frequently  non-
Gaussian  and  that  appear  to  contain  outliers.
The  remalnder  of  the  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  In  Section  II  we
provide  a  formal  description  of  the  large  shock  hypothesis.  We discuss  the
outlier  search procedure  ln  Section  III.  fn  Section  IV we present  enpirical
results  for  fifteen  nacroeconomic  time  series.  We also  attemDt  to  llnk  the
outlier  dates  with  identifiable  economlc events.  In  Section  V we examine the
linkage  bet\reen  outliers  and  ewldence  of  nonllnearlty.  Ile  conclude  in
Section  VI .
II.  Outller  Model
We begin  by  positing  a univarlate  tl-ne  series  roodel in  rrhich  there  are
tkro conponents:  a  regular  component and  an  outller  component.  The  idea  is
that  there  are  extraordinary,  lnfrequently  occurrlng  events  or  shocks  that
have  large,  dramatic  effects  on  tine  series.  Again,  economic  exarnples  ofthese  t)ryes  of  shocks  nlght  include  the
policy  regi.me,  the  effects  of  a  war
effects  of  an  oil  shock,  a  change  in
or  natural  disaster,  etc,  Ihese
eRtraordinary  shocks  are  orthogonal  to  shocks  in  the  regular  component and
need not  hawe the  sarne  d)mamic effect  on the  tine  serles  as  a regular  shoek.
To formallze  this  notion,  consider  the  following  outller  rnodel described
in  Tsay (1988).  Let
Y.:  B,(L)c.r.I. + B"(L)at, (r)
where c.r.I. is  an outller  variable,  and a.  is  a Gaussian variate  with  zero  nean
and  variance  a2..  Let  B.(L)a.  be  the  moving  average  representation  of  an
eRMe.(p,e)  where B"(L)  :  0(L)/4&').  d(L)  is  a lag  polynornial  of  order  q,  and
d(L)  ts  a  lag  polynomlal  of  order  p.  One can think  of  B.(L)a,  as  the  regular
component  of  the  tirne  series  Y.;  that  is,  in  the  absence  of  extraordinary
large  shocks  or  outliers,  B"(L)a.  is  the  moving  average  representation  of  Y".
The wariable  r.r.I.  is  the  outlier  variable.  Ir  is  an  indicator  wariable
that  takes  the  value  of  zexo when no  outllef  ls  present  and  is  one  in  the
presence  of  a  large  shock.  @t is  the  size  of  the  outlier.  Br(L)  represents
the  effect  that  the  outlier  has  on Y..  If  B"(L)  -  1,  then  ar. is  an additive
outliet  (A0);  this  outlier  has only  a one period  effect  on the  series.  If
B"(L)  -  B"(L),  then  tr.  is  an  innovatLve  outller  (IO) ;  this  outlier  has  the
sarne dynamics  as  the  regulaf  component.  If  B"(L)  -  L/ (L-L),  then  or  is  a
level  shift  outlier  (LS).  Level  shifts  have  a permanent  effect  on  the  tlme
series;  in  effect,  they  permanently  shlft  the  mean of  the  series.3  Thus,
these  outlier  types  are  distingulshed  by  the  persistence  they  have  on  the
tlme  series  lrith  the  additlve  outlier  having  the  least  persistence  and  the
level  shift  with  the  most  Derslstence.
If  outliers  oceur  randomly--for  exarnple,  if  they  are  determlned  by  aBernoulll  distributlon  where
unconditional  distrlbutlon  of
distributlon  of  to. is  N(0,o2,)
uncondLtional  variance  of  orlr
Vat(o.I.)  :  )a2,,
estirnate  aJr.  However,  before  we can
determine  the  tlnlng  of  outliers.
To  determine  the  existence  of
method  described  by  Tsay  (1988).
5
Prob[I.  :  f]  -,\  and Prob[I.:01  :  l-I--the
@.I.  will  not  be  nornal,  If  the  conditional
,  then  for  the  Bernoulli  distributlon  case  the
is
(2)
estirnate  this  lntervention  model.  we must
outllers,  we use  the  outlier  detection
Define  y.  -  G$)  /0 (L))Y.,  which  is
but  lt  will  display  excess  kurtosis  of
b2(ta.I.)  -  3 -  3(1-.r)/r, (3)
where  for  a  random  variable,  say  Xt,  bz(x.)  '  E(Xrt),/E(X.2)2.  The  more
lnfrequent  the  outlier  shocks  are  (the  sroaller  .\),  the  greater  excess
kurtosis  there  is  in  ro. and,  hence,  Y.,a
Skenness is  llkely  to  be present  also.  If  r.r.  has  a  nonzero  mean,  then
<,r.I. and Y. w111 exhiblt  skemess.5  Even if  the  unconditional  mean of  o.  is
zero,  nonzero  sanple  third  moments are  llkely  to  occur  in  relatively  small
samples  with  only  a  few  outliers.  Thus,  skewness  is  also  likely  to  be
present  if  outliers  have  occurred.
III  .  Searching  for  Outliers
If  the  date  and  type  of  the  outlier  is  known,  one  can  model  the
irregular  cooponent  in  the  form  of  an  intervention  nodel  (Box  and  Tlao
(1975))  ln  which  estimates  of  o.  can be obtained  from  the  coefficients  on the
intewention  dummies.  In  our  empirical  work  below,  once  possible
outliers/level  shifts  have been  ldentified,  we use  an  intervention  model  too
equivalent  to  the  ARMA  residuals  under  the  null  hypothesis  of  no  outliers.
Define  r(L)  -  1 -  rrl,  -  nzL2  -  ...  -  4&)/0(L)  and rl(L)  -  L -  ,ttL -  ,tzLz  -  ...
:  n(L) / (L-L).  Tsay  suggests  the  followlng  test  statistics  for  the  varlous
types  of  outllers:
\tor  :  Y./o  ',
rro,.  :  par,.(Y. -  r-rE 
-t  rtyr*)/(pt,.  a"),  and
lrs,r  -  p2r,,t(y. -  ,-rE 
-t  rttyx+)/(pt,t  a^),
where  p2^,. -  (1  +  i=1Er-t rt2)-1 ,  p2r",.  -  (l  +  1-r)r-t  qr2)-',  o'"  !s  the  variance
of  a.,  and T is  the  sample size.  Let  .\",ax  -  max (Iro,oax, IAo,."*,  lls,*),  where
Il,nax :  maxlsrsr  (lr:,.1)  j  -  I0,  A0,  Ls.  If  the  1,"" statistlc  exceeds a given
critical  walue,  then  an outlier  has occurred.  In  this  application,  we choose
a  critical  walue  of  three;  roughly,  only  shocks  greater  than  three  standard
deviations  are  considered  as  outliers.
Tsay  suggests  a  sequential  algorithrn  for  ldentlfying  outliers.  First,
estimate  an ARMA  model  and extract  the  resLduals  and  the  residual  wariance.
Second,  search  for  outliers  ln  the  residuals  uslng  the  statistics  descrlbed
abowe.  If  an  outlier  is  found.  remove  the  effect  of  the  outlier  and
recalculate  the  residuals  and  resldual  wariance.  Continue  searching  and
adjusting  until  no  note  outliers  are  indicated.  Reestirnate  the  ARMA  model
using  the  adjusted  series  and extract  the  residuals.  once again,  search  for
outllers.  Stop  the  algorithm  when no  addltional  outliers  are  found.
Note  that  the  initially  estlmated  ARMA  rnodel  is  the  correct
specificatlon  of  the  regular  dynanics  (8"(L))  under  the  null  hypothesis  of  no
outllers.  If,  however,  outliers  are  found,  lhen  the  initial  ARMA  rnodel for
the  regular  component will  be misspecified.  Unfortunately,  misspecification
of  the  initial  ARMA  rnodel  can  lead  to  mis  s  identification  of  outllers.  Inparticular,  serLes  in  rshich  a  level  shift  outlier  is  present  will  exhiblt  a
high  degree  of  serlal  correlatlon  regardless  of  the  regular  d)mamics.  In
this  case,  the  initlal  ARMA  nodel  for  the  regular  dynarnics  implies  greater
serial  correlatlon  than  ls  in  fact  the  case  and,  therefore,  the  residuals
from  this  nodel  wtll  not  reflect  the  true  nature  of  the  outlier.  Balke
(1991)  has  shown  that  an  outller  search  where  the  initial  ARMA  nodel  is
estluated  oftens  misidentlfy  lewel  shifts  as  innovatlve  outliers  or  misses
the  level  shifts  altogether.5
Therefore,  ln  order  to  control  for  this  type  of  rnisspec  iflcation,  we use
a  rnodification  to  the  Tsay  procedure  suggested  by  Balke  (1991).  Hete,  ln
addi.tion  to  conductlng  an  outlier  search  as  in  Tsay,  we  also  conduct  an
outlier  search  in  which  the  initial  ARMA  model  is  specified  as  an ARI!A(0,O),
This  ARMA  model  is  less  likely  to  nisidentify  level  shifts  as  innovative
outliers  than  ls  the  case when estlnatlng  an lnitlal  ARMA  model.  The problem
with  beglnnlng  the  outlier  search  wlth  an  A*.MA(o,0)  ls  that  there  is  a
tendency  to  identify  spurlous  level  shifts  when there  is  substantial  serial
correlation  in  the  regular  component.
If  a  level  shift  ls  indicated  in  the  course  of  the  AR!4A(0,0)  search,
then  we use  the  results  from  both  outlier  searches  in  our  identification  of
outlier  dates.  Once  outller  dates  and  types  have  been  ldentified,  we
estimate  an  intervention  nodel  using  durnny  variables  to  nodel  the  outlier
effects.  To lessen  the  possibility  of  spurious  outllers  or  level  shifts,  we
stepwise  eliminate  intervention  dumrnies with  a  t-statistic  whose  absolute
value  is  less  than  a prespecified  crltlcal  walue--dropping  the  intervention
dumny  with  the  lowest  t-statistic  at  each step,  As  ln  the  outlier  searches,
we use  a  critical  value  of  three  for  our  steDwise  elimination.T8
The dynanic  structure  of  the  various  oullier  types  inposes  restlictions
on  the  interventlon  model.  For  example,  for  the  case  where  the  model  is
given  by
yt  :  co+  (1-L)-1a1"I"s,.  *  tolollo,.  +  (  1-{L) -lrorolro,. +  (1-ll)-1a.,
where  c6  is  a  constant  term,  11,g  :  i-  (j  :  IO,AO,LS)  if  an  outlier  is
identified  to  hawe  occurred  at  tlme  t  and  0  otherwise.  Rewriting  this
equation  ylelds
yt  -  co'  +  (l-CL)  (1-L)-1a4sls",.  +  (1-ll,)oasl6,.  -r-  ccroTro,t  +  LytL  +  a'-.
Nonlinear  least  squafes  is  used  to  estLx0ate the  above  equation  so  that  the
restrictlons  inplied  by  the  different  outlier  types  can  be  lrnposed during
estimation.
IV.  Ernoirical  Analysis
In  this  section  we examlne fifteen  quarterly  macroeconomic time  serles
spanning  L947QL-L990Q2 to  determine  whether  outliers  are  present  in  these
series.8  The  output  serles  lnclude  real  GNP, real  consumptlon,  real  fixed
investment  (which  includes  residential  as  weII  as business  investment),  and
industrial  production.  We also  examine clvilian  noninstitutional  emplo].rnent
and  the  unemploJment  rate  as  well  as  labor  productivity  in  manufacturing.
The price  series  we examLne are  the  GNP  deflator,  the  consuner  price  index
(CPI),  noninal  compensation  per  hour  in  manufacturing,  the  Standard  and Poors
500 stock  price  index,  as well  as  yields  on AAA bonds,  We also  examine  the
nonetary  base,  M1-, and l.t2.e  l,Ie use growth  rates  (log  first  differences)  for
all  the  series  except  for  the  unernploynent  rate,  whlch  ls  analyzed  in  first
differences.  After  differencing,  an autoregressive  uodel  was estimsted  for
each  series.  Autoregresslve  lags  were  added until  lhere  was no  evldence  ofIinear  serial  correlation  in  the  residuals.  Because  some analysts  have
suggested  that  the  gro\rth  rate  of  rnoney contains  a  time  trend  (Stock  and
Watson  (1-989)),  we included  a  tlne  trend  for  the  money growth  series.
Table  1  dlsplays  the  ARI  specifications  of  all  the  variables.lo  The
residuals  fron  autoregresslwe  uodels  indicate  that  all  but  two of  the  series-
-the  money base and the  uneuployment  rate--show  significanE  (at  the  5t  level)
evidence  of  excess  kuftosis.  Many  of  the  series  also  show  significant
skewness.ll  Clearly,  the  assumption  of  Gaussian  errors  is  not  appropriate.
Consistent  with  the  evidence  of  excess  kurtosis.  we detect  evidence  of
outliers  ln  all  the  series.  These  outliers  can  explain  a  substantlal
proportlon  of  the  volatility  in  some of  the  time  series.  For  most  of  the
series,  outliers  explain  a little  less  than  20 percent  of  the  volatility  in
the  serles.12  However,  large  shocks  explaln  more  than  50  percent  of  the
wolatillty  ln  the  GNP  deflator,  the  CPI,  and nominal  compensation  while  both
consumptlon,  M1,  and  M2  outliers  account  fot  nearly  40  percent  of  the
vari.ance  of  those  sefles.  Furthermore,  once the  outliers  hawe been fenoved,
we find  no ewldence  of  significant  excess  kurtosis  or  skewness in  ggy  of  the
series,  except  unemployment.  Thus,  it  appears  that  the  large  shock
hypothesis  is  statistically  plaus ible  .
Before  examining  the  ldentified  outliers  in  detail,  it  rnay  be useful  to
illustrate  the  procedure  by  which  the  final  lntervention  uodels  are
determined.  Table  2  prowides  an  illustration  of  how  the  conbine/reduce
procedure  suggested  by  Balke  (1991)  works.  Table  2  shows  the  steps  taken
between  the  identification  of  the  initial  interventi.on  model  by  the  outlier
searches  and  the  final  lntervention  model  for  the  norninal  compensation
series.  T'tre  compensatlon  series  is  a  nice  exanple  since  all  three  types  ofl-0
outliers  are  present  and  several  steps  rlus  t  be  taken  before  the  final
intervention  nodel  is  chosen.  Because we used  a  crltical  value  of  three  ln
both  the  outlier  search  and the  stepwise  reductlon  of  the  intervention  nodel,
a  couple  of  outliers  (the  lewel  shift  ln  1958Q1 and  the  addltive  outlier  in
1982Qf)  are  eliminated  ewen though  they  have  t  statistics  well  over  two.
Most  of  the  serles  exauined  !n  this  paper  require  far  fewer  steps  to  arrive
at  the  flnal  speciflcatlon  than  is  the  case  for  coupensatLon.13
In  order  to  dLscern  patterns  in  the  identified  outliers,  vre present  the
outlier  results  in  two ways.  Table  3  describes  the  outliers  found  for  each
series,  the  t)rpe  and  size  of  the  outlier  as  well  as  the  date  at  whlch  it
occurted,  In  addition,  we also  try  to  llnk  the  date  of  each  outlier  to  an
economlc  phenomenon or  event  that  occurred  at  or  near  that  date.  Fof
example,  real  GNP  experienced  an innovatlve  outlier  in  1950Q1"  and an additive
outlier  in  1980Q2.  The flrst  quarter  of  L950 corresponds  to  the  first  full
quarter  of  a  recovery  while  1980Q2 corfesponds  to  the  trough  of  the  L980
recession.  Table  4  organizes  the  same  lnformatlon  in  a  different  way,
presenting  the  outlier  dates  in  chronological  order  and  listing  the  series
that  have  outliers  on  that  date.  By  listlng  the  outlier  dates  ln
chronological  order,  it  is  easier  to  show the  patterns  of  outliers  across
time  as well  as  deternine  whlch  series  exoerience  outliers  at  the  same date.
An  examinatlon  of  Tables  3  and  4  suggest  a  few  rough  patterns  that
appeat  to  exist  among the  outliers  and  that  are  linked  with  identifiable
economlc  events.  First.  rnanv  of  the  ldentified  outliers  seeD  to  be
assoclated  with  business 
"""*", 
ln  partlcular  recessions  or  early  in  the
recovery.  Second,  there  appears  to  be a clusterlug  of  outllers  within  serles
and  across  series.  Third,  the  number  and  type  of  outliers  for  the  real11
output  and  emplo)rnent  series  are  substantially  dlfferent  from  those  of  the
nominal  price  serles.
In  nany  respects,  the  pattern  of  outliers  we found  are  similar  to  the
"large  shocks"  identified  by  Blanchard  and Walson.  Based on  an  examinatLon
of  a  four  variable  VAR that  included  real  GNP, the  cNP deflator,  Ml  and  a
fiscal  pollcy  varlable,  they  also  found  that  "large  shocks"  were  common
durlng  turning  points  and recesslons  and tended  to  be  clustered  across  time
and  series.  Because our  criterlon  for  identifying  a  large  shock  was  more
restrictive  than  Blanchard  and  Watson,  we  found  fewer  large  shocks  per
series.  However,  when aggregatlng  actoss  serl.es  so  that  we conpare  the  dates
llsted  in  Table  3  to  the  dates  found  in  Blanchard  and  Watson.  manv of  the
same dates  show up  in  both  analyses.
In  the  following  three  subsections  we exanlne  further  the  three  basic
patterns  of  outliers  previously  mentioned.
Business  C]rcles  and Outllers
Well  over  half  of  the  outllers  in  the  output  and employment series  are
associated wlth  business  cycles,  in  particular,  recesslons.  Both outliers  in
the  real  GNP  series  are  associated  with  turning  points  in  the  buslness  cycle.
Aside  from  the  Korean  War outliers,  all  of  the  outliers  in  consuuptlon  are
associated  with  recessions.  Real  flxed  tnvestment,  industrial  production,
Iabor  productivity,  ernployment,  unemplo1fittent rates  all  have  outliers
associated  with  recesslons  or  turning  points,  In  addition,  seweral  nominal
series  experience  outliers  associated  with  the  buslness  cycle.
Interestingly,  four  of  the  five  outliers  associated  with  M2 occur  during  the
first  quarter  of  business  cycle  expansl.ons.However,  not  every  business  cycle  or  recession
outliers  are  present  from  the  1970  recession)  nor
business  cycles--as  Blanchard  and l,Iatson  (1986)  suggest,
are  not  alike.
Clusterins  of  Outliers
Several  series  show a clustering  of  outllets  across





all  the  series
all  business  cycles
time.  For  exarnple,
the  late  1940s  and
experience  outliers  at  the  same date  or  even  during  the  same recession.  In
fact,  the  1980Q2 recesslon  ls  the  only  conmon outlier  date  for  real  GNP,
fixed  lnvestnent,  and consumptlon.  Perhaps,  Ehe relatively  short  but  steep
reeesslon  in  l-980 makes lt  easier  for  the  outlier  ldentiflcatlon  procedure  to
classify  thLs  recession  as an outller.
Overa1l,  the  fact  that  turning  points  in  the  business  cycle  and
recessions  feature  promlnently  in  the  identified  outlier  dates  suggests  that
post  war  U.S.  business  cycle  behavlor  is  inconsistent  r,/ith  linear  gaussian
models.  Even  a  linear,  Gaussian,  multlvarlate  frameruork  ls  unlikely  to
explain  this  outller  behavior  since  linear  aggregation  of  different  Gaussian
randorn varlables  is  stlll  Gaussian,ra  We musc  look  elsewhere  to  model
business  cycles,  Furthernore,  the  fact  that  each business  cycle  is  captured
ln  different  ways  by  the  outllers  suggests  a  multi-causal  approach  to
early  1950s  and  relatively  fewer  outliers  in  the  rest  of  the  sarnple.
Sirnilarly,  nore  than  half  the  outliers  for  Ml  occur  in  the  three  year  period
betaTeen  L979Q3 and 1982Q4.  This  reflects  the  well-documented  increase  in  the
volati.lity  of  M1 noney  growth  over  this  period.  This  period  coincides  with
a change in  monetary  policy  operating  procedures  as well  as being  a period  of
financial  lnnovation  and  deregulatlon.  Thls  clustering  of  outliers  acrossl-3
tlrne  would  be  synptodatic  of  series  with  ARCH  variance  processes.
There  ls  also  a clustering  of  outllers  across  serles.  T'tre  clustering  of
outllers  across  series  suggests  that  there  uay  be  corunon sources  for  these
gtoups  of  outliers.  The  GNP deflator,  the  CPI,  and  compensation  show
evldence  of  level  shifEs  at  or  near  the  sane  tlne:  late  L967  /eaxly  1968,
early  L973,  and 1982Q4.rs  These level  shifts  are  associated  lri.th  the  Viecnan
war  expanslon,  the  acceleration  of  inflatlon  of  the  early-to-rnid  1970s,  and
the  Volcker  dlslnflation.  The ftrst  two Level  shifts  are  rnore likeLy  picking
up  the  general  acceleration  in  lnflatlon  during  those  time  periods  rather
than  the  dlrect  effect  of  a  particular  shoek  or  event.  A11  three  level
shifts  are  in  a  sense  reflecting  changes  in  inflationary  regimes  that
occurred  during  these  time  perlods.
Seweral  dates  have raore than  taro outliers.  For  example,  slx  series  have
outlLers  in  1"982Q4--GNP  deflator,  CPI,  compensation,  stock  prices,  AAA bond
ylelds,  and Ml.  Two additional  dates  have at  least  three  outliers  associated
with  thexn: real  cNP,  consumption,  fixed  investrnent,  and Ml  have  outliers  in
L980Q2; emplo)rment, unemployment,  and tndustrial  production  have  outllers  at
1975Q1.  The  recesslons  of  1957-58,  L974-75,  and  1980 contain  nultlple
outliers.  Sinilarly,  numerous outliers,  both  real  and nominal,  are  present
duri.ng  the  Korean  War.
ReaI  versus  Nornlnal  Outliers
Ttre pattern  of  outliers  in  the  real  output  and  ernplol'rnent serLes  ls
substantially  different  frorn  that  of  the  nominal  price  seri.es.  The  real
output  series  (GNP, consurnption,  fixed  investment,  industrial  production,
etc.)  and  the  enplo)rnent  series  tend  to  have  fewer  outliers  and  the
importance  of  these  outliers  is  substantially  less  than  the  norninal  priceL4
series  (the  GNP  deflator,  the  CPI,  and norninal  compensatton).  Furthernore,
the  tining  and type  of  the  real  series  outliers  is  dlfferent  frou  that  of  the
nominal  serl-es  outliers.  Outliers  in  real  series  tend  to  be  associated  wlth
business  cycles  and are  all  tenporafy;  there  are  no large  permanent  shifts  ln
the  growth  rates  of  these  serles,  The nornlnal  prlce  series,  except  for  the
Korean War outllers,  exhlbit  almost  no oveflap  wlth  the  dates  of  the  outliers
for  the  real  series.
Furthernore,  the  growth  rates  of  the  price  series  do exhibit  level  shlft
outliers,  or  permanent  large  shocks.  These level  shifts  reflect  changes  in
Ehe average  inflation  rate  that  occurred  at  or  around  these  dates.  Yet,
these  level  shifts  do uot  coincide  with  outllers  (tenporary  or  pernanent)  in
any  of  the  real  setles.  These results  suggest  a  dichotony  between  the  real
output  series  and  the  aggregate  price  series  and that  fluctuations  in  these
serles  may have  different  sources.15
Miscellaneous  Outl!ers
In  addltlon  to  the  general  patterns  dlscussed  above,  there  are  some
interesting  outliers  among  the  individual  series.  The  GNP  deflator
experiences  an irmovative  outlier  in  1974Q3  which  reflects  the  lifting  of  the
Nixon-era  wage and  price  controls.  The 1986Q2 outlier  in  the  CPI  reflects
the  decline  in  energy  prices  that  occurred  during  1986.  The outlier  search
and  lntervention  model  for  AAA yields  indicates  an  innovatlve  outlier  in
1-979Q4  and  additiwe  outliers  in  1980Q1 and  L982Q4.  These outliers  reflect
the  increased  volatllity  and magnitudes  of  interest  rates  during  this  period.
Steel  strikes  in  1952 and  1959  show up  as  outliers  in  fixed  investment  in
1952Q3 and  industrial  producrion  in  1959Q3.
The  growth  rate  of  stock  prlces  shows  outliers  in  1957Q4,  L974Q3,t5
1982Q4, and  1987Q4.  Three  of  the  four  outliers  occur  durlng  recessions  and
two  (1,974Q3  and  1982Q4) coincide  \dith  outliers  in  the  inflatton  rate  (GNP
deflator).  The  L987Q4 outlier  reflects  the  stock  narket  crash  of  October
1987.  Ftledoan  and Lalbson  (1989)  uslng  dlfferent  techniques  decompose  stock
market  returns  lnto  ordlnary  and  extraordlnary  conponents.  They  also  flnd
four  "large  shocks"  occurring  i'n  L962Q2,  1970Q2, 1"974Q3  and  L987Q4,  Whtle
the  standardized  residuals  fron  the  our  '!large  shock"  intervention  nodel  are
telatlwely  large  in  1952Q2  and L97  OQz  (-2.68  ar,d  -2.23  respectively),  they
are  not  large  enough to  classified  as  outliers.
Finally,  the  outlier  results  suggest  a  pluzzle  nith  respect  to  the
telationshlp  between  consumption  and real  GNP.  outllers  in  the  consumption
series  explain  nearly  40  percent  of  the  varlatlon  in  the  gfolrth  rate  of
consumptlon.  In  additlon,  fiwe  of  the  six  consumptlon  outliers  are  negaElve.
0f  the  negative  outli.ers,  three  are  associated  with  recessions.  The
preponderance  of  negative  outllers  for  consurnptlon  ls  consistent  nlth  the
finding  of  Dynarski  and  Sheffrin  (1-985),  who  found  substantial  negative
skerrrness  in  consurnption.  Because controlling  for  these  outliers  appears  to
eliminate  the  skewness  in  the  consumption  reslduals,  our  analysis  suggesEs
that  the  source  of  the  consumption  as)rnmetry  is  prirmrily  due  to  large
negatLve  responses  of  consumption  during  recessions  and  duflng  the  Korean
I.Iar.17  The 1950Q3 outller  in  consumption  coincldes  wlth  the  outbreak  of  the
Korean  l^lar whlch  began  in  June  1950.  The boom in  consr.rmption in  1950Q3  was
followed  by  a negative  outlier  in  1950Q4.  The consrxnption  boorn  during  1950Q3
rnay have  been  caused  by  consumer  purchases  in  anticipation  of  lrartine
shortages  that  were  present  durlng  World  War  II.  Consumers,  having  made
large  purchases  initially  (especially  durables),  may  hawe  cut  back  onL6
addltlonal  purchases,  hence  the  negative  outllers  1n 1950Q4 and  1951-Q2.
V.  outliers  and Nonltnearitv
It  is  clear  that  linear,  univariate  models with  Gaussian  innovations  do
not  adequately  characterize  many comroonly  used macroecononic  tlme  series.  On
the  other  hand,  the  large  shock/outlier  models  adequately  characterlzes  the
data;  the  tesLduals  of  the  large  shock  rnodels  exhibit  very  little  excess
kurtosis  and  skewness  and,  furthernore,  the  outllers  often  correspond  to
identifiable  econouic  events.  However,  it  may be  possible  that  evidence  of
outliers  nay  reflect  the  presence  of  deeper  nonlinearities.  Indeed,  as  we
have  suggested  above,  a  clustering  of  outllers  across  time  lrould  be
conslstent  wi.th ARCH  variance  processes.  Chaotic  or  other  nonllnear  behavior
ln  time  serles  such  as  that  examined by  Brock  and Sayers  (1988)  uay  produce
outller  type  behavior  ln  sinple  }inear  rnodels.  To  exauine  these
posslbilities,  we test  for  GARCH  and general  nonllnearity  in  the  reslduals  of
the  baslc  ARI uodel  and  in  the  residuals  of  the  outlier  adlusted  model.  If
GARCH  is  indicated,  we  calculate  the  standardized  residuals  from  the  GARCH
model and exami.ne  whether  there  renains  excess  kurtosis  and skewness as well
as  any  residual  nonllnearity.
Table  5  surnmarizes  the  tests  for  GARCH  and  general  nonlinearity.  A
CARCH(p,q)  model for  the  variance  was speclfLed  based on the  autocorrelations
and partial  auEocorrelations  of  the  squared  residuals.  The ARI-GARCH  models
were  then  estlmated  wia  maximum  likelthood  and  tested  by  a  Likelihood  Ratio
test.18  To  determine  lrhether  GARCH  type  processes  lrefe  present  in  the
residuals  of  the  outlier/intervention  model,  r^re  exarnined  the  Ljung-Box  Q
statistic  for  general  autocorrelatlon  ln  the  squared  reslduals  and conductedLagrange  Multlplier  test  as  ln  Engle  (1982)  for  particular  GARCH(o,q)
models.le  To  test  for  general  nonllnearlty,  we  use  the  Brock,  Dechert,
Schelnlcnan  (1987)  (BDS)  statlstlc.  Because  the  BDS tests  were  not  always
conclusiwe,  ln  our  sunmary  of  the  tests  we  categorize  the  test  for
nonlinearity  as  either  rejecting  linearity  (Y),  failing  to  reject  linearity
(N),  or  prowidlng  nixed  results  (M).
The reslduals  from  the  basic  llnear  autoregressive  model for  most of  the
series  show some ewidence of  eicher  GARCH  or  nonlinearity.  After  fitting  the
outlier  model,  the  evldence  of  GARCH  and nonllnearity  in  rnany  of  these  series
dlsappears.20  The prinary  exceptions  are  the  unemployment rate,  the  CPI  ,  and
AAA  bond  ylelds.  For  the  CPI  ,  the  nonlinearity  is  prirnarily  due  to
relatively  latge  innovations  during  the  Korean  l.Iar--again,  symptonatlc  of
GARCH. For M2, fitting  the  outlier  nodel  actually  increased  the  significance
of  the  GARCH  test.
Of course,  as lde suggested  above,  clusters  of  outliers  rnay reflect  GARCH
behavior  and vice  versa.  For  example,  the  fact  that  nost  of  the  temporary
outliers  for  inflatlon  occur  in  the  late  1940s  and  early  1950s  or  that  M1
outllers  occurred  during  1979Q3  -  1982Q4  rnay  be  evidence  of  GARCH.
Furthernore,  GARCH  was equally  adept  at  explaining  the  nonlinearity  in  many
of  the  series.  Holrever,  even after  estinatlng  GARCH  models,  alrnost  all  the
series  still  showed  significant  excess  kurtosl-s  and/or  skewness,  GARCH
rnodels are  ln  some sense  a  parsimonlous  characterization  of  the  large  shock
hypothesis,  but  the  presence  of  significant  excess  kurtosis  and  skewness
suggests  that  the  random outller  model  for  nost  of  these  series  may still  be
a bettef  characterization  of  the  data  than  GARCH.2T  Indeed,  for  many series
it  is  as  if  a  large  shock  initiates  rhe  cARCtl  process.ll'
The  fact  that  controlllng  for  outliefs  lessens  the  evidence  of
nonlinearitles  ralses  several  issues.  Ic  could  be possible  that  the  world  is
indeed  linear  but  subject  to  infrequent,  Iarge  shocks.  This  causes  possible
rnisspecifications  ln  linear,  Gaussian  models,  and,  consequently,  the
residuals  from  these  nodels  show ewidence  of  nonlinearitv.  On the  other
hand,  lt  is  possible  that  there  are  lndeed  nonlinearlties  that  the  linear
outliet  modet  captures  as  outlLers.  There  are  numerous  other  nonlinear
models  whlch  we  dld  not  examlne,  such  as  Hamllton's  (1989)  Markov  regirne
switching  roodel and  threshold  autoregresslon  roodels  (Tong  (1983)),  that  may
capture  the  excess  skewness and kurtosis  as well  as the  nonllnearities  in  the
data,  Indeed,  because  the  tining  of  many of  the  outliers  coinclded  with
identlfiable  economic events  such as recesslons,  this  suggests  that  business
cycles  could  be rnodeled as  nonlinear  processes,
V.  Concluding  Remarks
We have  shown that  within  the  conEext  of  llnear  autoregressive  models
there  is  signlficant  evidence  that  1arge,  infrequent  shocks  are  an important
source  of  warlabllity  in  many macroeconomic  time  series.  In  addition,  the
estimated  outllers  account  for  nearly  all  of  the  excess kurtosis  and skewness
present  in  the  data  and  are  capable  of  explalnlng  nuch  of  the  nonlinearity
present  ln  the  data.  Furthernore,  several  patterns  emerge from  the  outller
analysis:  many of  the  ldentified  outllers  seem to  be assoclated  \sith  turning
points  in  the  business  cycle;  outliers  tend  !o  be  clustered  both  within
series  and  acloss  series;  and  there  appears  to  be  a  dichotorny  betlreen  real
and  noninal  series  with  respect  to  large  shocks.  Because  so  many of  the
outliers  are  associated  with  recessions,  our  analysls  irnplies  that  linear,T9
Gaussian  models  of  the  business  cycle  are  not  approprlate.
Our  analysis  also  suggests  several  extenslons.  The  fact  that  many
serles  have  outllers  at  the  same date  suggests  that  a  multiwarlate  outlier
analysis  may prove  useful  in  sheddtng  additional  ltght  on the  source  of  these
outliefs.  Additlonally,  the  link  present  between  outliers  in  linear  models
and  evLdence  of  nonllnearlty  in  some  of  the  series  warrants  further
investlgation.20
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Notes
1.  There  is  a  growlng  literature  on  nonlinear  nodels  for  macroeconomic  cime
series.  The  followlng  studies  found  ewidence  of  nonlinearity:  Hinich  and
Patterson  (1985)  and Schelnhnan  and LeBaron  (1989a)  for  stock  price  data,  Hsieh
(1989)  for  exchange  rate  data,  and  Brock  and  Sayers  (1988)  for  industrial
production  and  enployrnent  series.  Examlnations  of  asyrl|metry  include  Neftci
(1984) (see, however, Sichel  (1989)),  Delong and Sunrners  (f986),  and FaIk  (1985).
The Markov  regime  switching  nodel  of  Haxnilton  (1989)  is  another  example  of  a
nonlinear  time  series  nodel.  Ihere  is  also  the  large  literature  on
autoregressiwe  conditional  heteroscedastic  lty  (ARCH)  and numerous extensions  of
ARCH.  Proninent  papers  in  this  literature  include  Engle  (1982),  Weiss (1984),
Bollerslew  (L986),  and nore  recently  Nelson  (1991).
2.  See,  for  example,  the  stylized  fact  dlscussion  at  the  beginning  of  the
Blanchard  and Fischer  (1988).
3.  Rappoport  and Reichlin  (1989)  and Balke  and Fox0by  (1-991) discuss  shlftlng
trends  ln  terus  of  lnfrequent  permanent shocks.  See Perron  (1989),  Chen and Tiao
(l-990),  and Balke  and Fornby  (1991)  for  discussions  of  the  effect  of  level  shifts
on Dickey-Fuller  tests,  ARIMA  models,  and measures of  persistence.
4,  More  general  Markow  rnodels,  such  as  a  two-state  Markow  model  with
persistence  (for  exarnple, Hamilton  (1-989)), wlll  also  lmply  excess kurtosis.
5.  I{hen  the  conditional  rnean of  r.rt is  nonzero  [(r,r.lI.:1 
-  N(p,q2,)],  the
unconditional  thlrd  central  monent  is  E(o.I.  -  .\p)3  :  3)(1-l)o2,  +  ()  -  3\2  +
2x3)  p3  .
5.  See Balke  (1991)  for  a Monte Carlo  examination  of  the  sensitivity  of  ouLlier
search  rnethods to  initial  ARMA  specifications.
7,  In  a  previous  werslon  of  this  paper  we used  a  critical  walue  of  two.  For
most  of  the  series,  the  flnal  intervention  model  was  very  similar  to  those
presented  belo\,r.
8.  The unemploynent  and enplo)rnent  data  span  1948Q1 to  1990Q2.
9.  We used  seasonally  adjusted  data  for  industrial  productlon,  productivity,
employment, unenploynent,  CPI,  compensation,  and the noney measures because these
series  are  most  often  exaEined  lu  a  seasonally  adJusted  form.  The  use  of
seasonally  adjusted  data  probably  makes  it  even  nore  difficult  to  uncover
outliers.
10.  Tables  that  detail  the  basic  ARI  urodel  and  outller,/intervention  model
results  are  available  uDon request.25
Ll,.  Under the  null  hypothesls  of  nornality  ox zero  excess  kurtosis  (b2(e.)  -  3),
the  statlstic  Trt2(bz  -  3)/(2qLl2  -  AN(o,f),  where b,  ts  the neasure of  kurtosis.
For  skewness,  the  statistic  Iat2(mr/  (m.)3t2>  / (6)at2 -  AN(0,1),  where n3  is  the
sanple  third  central  moment and m2 is  the  sarnple variance.
!2.  Tte  proportion  of  the  total  variance  explained  by  outliers  is  calculated  by
conparLng  the  warlance  of  the  raw  serles  (ln  most  cases  this  is  the  growth  rate
of  the  series)  and  variance  of  the  outli.er  component.  In  terxos of  the  nodel
described  by  equatlon  (1),  this  proporElon  is:
Var[ (8"(L)ra.I.]  /  var[Y.]  .
13.  The speclflcatlons  of  the  final  lnterventlon  nodels  for  che other  series  are
presented  in  the  supplenentary  tables.
14.  In  fact,  aggregatlon,  both  over  time  or  across  series,  will  tend  to  obscure
infrequent  shocks  or  outllers.
15.  While  the  final  specification  of  compensation  did  not  contain  a lewel  shift
in  L967/68,  as  Table  2  suggested,  there  tas  some evidence  of  a  lewel  shift  at
this  tine--its  t-stat  was 2.62 whlch  falled  to  meet the  prespecified  critical
walue .
15.  Klng,  Plosser,  Stock,  and Watson  (1991) suggest a sinilar  dichotorny in  the
long-run  trend  components.  Here  the  dichotony  shows up  with  respect  to  large
shocks,  in  particular,  the  level  shift  shocks.
L7,  If  consunption  is  disaggregated  lnto  consunptLon of  durables  and consumption
of  nondurables  and  servlces,  most  of  this  excess  asynnetrv  and  most  of  the
outliers  are  corning from  consumer durables.
18.  See the  supplementary  tables  for  presentation  of  the  tests  for  GARCH  and the
naximutr likelihood  estinates  of  rhe  ARI-GARCH  rnodel.
L9.  Since  rte were  only  interested  ln  establishlng  the  presence  of  GARCH  type
behawLor in  the  residuals  of  the  outlier/intervention  model,  we did  not  estinate
the  full  intervention-GARCH  rnodel  bv  naximr.rm likelihood.
20.  Sche  lnkman  and  LeBaron  (f989b)  also  found  that  controlli.ng  for  unusual
periods  reduced  the  evidence  of  nonllnearity  in  real  GNP.  In  thelr  examination
of  nonlinearity  in  real  CNP  dara  over  the  period  1872-1986,  they  included  dtunmy
variables  to  account  for  the  creat  Depression  (L930-39)  and World  War II  (L940-
4s).
2I.  While  we do not  conduct  a forrnal  search  for  outliers  in  the  ARI/ARCIi model,
casual  lnspection  of  the  standardized  residuals  from  the  ARCH  nodel  suggest  that
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Baslc  ARI Model
Model  SEE  Kurt.'  Skew,  b
(2,L)  0.0100  3.9"  0.03
(2  ,L)  0.0078 s  .  5'  -0  .  s9*
(1,1)  0,02s3 4.7'  -0.16
(4,1)  0.0188 s.0'  -o.49"
(4,1)  0.0104 4.  1'  -0.5s*
(2,1)  0.3330 3.7  O.44*
(1,1)  0.0050 s.l-"  -0.44*
(2,1)  0.00s5 5.2*  0.08
(4,  r)  0.00s2  8  .  8*  -0  .  83*
(3  ,  r)  0.0059 s  .  9*  1.06*
(?,L)  0.0394 4.  2*  -0.14
(1,1)  0.0s60  s.9*  -0.  s0"
(3,1)  0.0048 3.0  -0.25
(1,1)  0.0078  t_0.8*  0.  85*
(  r,1)  0.00s8 6.1*  0.92-
Outlier  Model
Variance
Present  SEE Kurt.'  Skew.d  Explainede
yes  0.0093 2.8  -0.1-1  l4r
yes  0.0060 2.6  -0.03  38t
yes  0.0226 3.0  0.13  13*
yes  0.0167 3.7  O.L4  19*
yes  0.0094 3.2  -0.05  l-9t
yes  o.3242 3.7  0.40'  6*
yes  0.0044 3.3  -0.23  2L*
yes  0.0038 2.9  -0.28  78*
yes  0.0038 3  .  3  0.  11  6l-r
yes  0.0052 3  .  1  0.  28  55s
yes  0.0353 3.1  0.03  22\
yes  0.0476 3.2  O.29  262
yes  0.0047 3.2  -0.  L7  zLz
yes  0.  0050 3  .4  0  .02  41-r
yes  0  .0046 2  .9  0.  18  40t
Significant  at  the  5 percent  level.
Kuruosis  ln  the  ARI  nodel  residuals.
Skewness in  the  ARI  model  residuals.
Kurtosis  in  the  residuals  after  adjusting  for  outliers.
Skelrness in  the  residuals  after  adjusting  for  outliers.
Proportion  of  variance  (ln  percent)  attributable  co  outliers.
Includes  a  linear  time  trend.Table  2
Example of  Stepwise  Reduction  of  Interventlon  Model:  Noroinal  Compensation
ARMA  specification  before  outlier  search:  ARMA(3,0)
Outllers  and level  shifts  ldentified  by  an AR!1A(3,0) search:
AO1948QI,  AO]-949Q4,  rO1950Q4,  Ao1952Q4,  Ao1982q1, AO1990Q2
Outllers  and  level  shifts  idenrifled  by  an ARMA(o,0) search:
AO1948Q]_,  AO1949Q4,  AO1950Q4,  LSt953Qt-,  rOl-956Q2,  LS1968Q1,  LS1973Q1,
LS1982Q3,  LS1982Q4,  AO1990Q2
Intervention  variables  included  in  the  initial  intervention  nodel:
AO1948Q1,  AO1949Q4,  AO1950Q4,  IO1950Q4,  A01952Q4,  LS19s3Q1,  r01955Q2,
LS1958Q1,  LS1973Q1,  Ao1982Q1,  LS1982Q3,  LS1982Q4,  AO1990Q2
Intervention  variables  eliminated:
Iteration  Variable  t-statistic
1  AOL950Q4  O.1L
2  AOt  990Q2  O.77
3  LS1982Q3  -L.46
4  Lsl953Ql_  -L.47
5  Lsl958Ql  2.62
6  Aol982Q1  2.68
Final  lntervention  nodel:
Aconp. :  0.006  +  0.350 Aconpt-1  +  0.031 Acomp._, +  0.094 Acompt_3
(4.97)  (4.99)  (0.44)  (1.37)
+  0.025 AOl948Q1r  -  0.020 AO1949Q4t +  0.034  rO1950Q4r
(4.8r-)  (-4.00)  (6.31)
+  0.016 AO1952Q4I +  0.017  ro1956Q2t  +  0.011 LSl973Qt_t
(3.18)  (3.24)  (6.33)
-  0.014 LS]-982Q4.
(_6.50)
R2  :  0.635  sEE  -  O.OO52




Dates  and  Magnitudes  by  Varlable
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-0  .  059
0.046
-0  .  079
-0  .  033
-0 .  040




























































lst  quarter  of  recession
steel  strike
lst  quarter  of  recession
trough




Post-World  I.Iar II  inflation





Vietnau  l,lar bulld  up
Nixon  expans  ion/food  price  shocks
end of  wage and ptice  controls
Volcker  disinflation,  troughTable  3 continued
Inflation  I0  L948Q4  -0.020  0.004  end of  post-IJWII inflation
(CPI)  AO  1951Q1  0.023  0.003  Korean war
AO  1951Q3  -0.0L7  0.003  Korean llar,  price  control-s
LS  1967Q3  0.007  0.002  Vletnam War
LS  1973Q1  0.009  0.002  Nlxon expansion/food  price  shocks
LS  1982Q4  -0.011  0,002  Volcker  disinflation,  trough
AO  1985Q2  -0.0L1  0.002  reductlon  in  energy prices
Conpensatlon  AO  1948Q1  0.025  0.005  Posr-i{WII inflation
per  hour  AO  I949Q4  -0.020  0.005  trough
(Manufacturing)  IO  1950Q4  0.034  0.005  Korean  tJar
AO  L95ZQ4  0.015  0.005  Korean  I.Iar
ro  1956Q2  0.017  0.00s
LS  1973Q1  0.011  0.002  Nlxon expansi.on/food price  shocks
I.S  1982Q4  -0,014  0.002  Volcker  dlsinflation,  trough
AAA  Yields  IO  L97  9Q4  0.125  0.036  o11 shock,  peak
Gror{'th  AO  1980Q1  0.1-0L  0.037  otl  shock,  lst  quarter  of  reeesslon
AO  L982Q4  -0.141  0.037  Volcker  dlslnflation,  trough
SP500  Index  AO  L957Q4  -0.138  0.045  1st  quarter  of  recession
Growth  IO  f974Q3  -O.L76  0.048  end of  wage and price  controls
IO  1,982Q4  0.170  0.048  Volcker  dlsinflation,  trough
AO  1987Q4  -0.26L  0.045  October 1987 stock  market  crash
Money  Base  LS  1953Q1  0.006  0.002
Growth  LS  1987Q3  -0.008  0.003
Ml Growth  AO  1959Q1  -0.016  0.004
IO  l-959Q4  -0,016  0.005  quarter  before  peak
AO  l-979Q3  0.019  0.004  quarter  before  peak
IO  1980Q2  -0.029  0  .  005  "Monetarist  experLnent" ,  trough
IO  1980Q3  0.048  0.005  "Monetarist  experiment",  lst  quarter
or  recovery
AO  1981QL  -0.01-6  0.004  "Monetarist  experiment"
AO  1982Q2  -0.014  0,004  "Monetarist  experin0ent",  recesslon
10  L982Q4  0.019  0.005  Volcker  disinflation,  trough
Ls  1985Q1  0.012  0.003
Ls  1987Q3  -0.022  0.003
AO  1989Q2  -0.015  0.005
M2 Growth  AO  1958Q2  0.014  0.005  lst  quarrer  of  recovery
I0  L97  5QZ  0.017  0.005  l-st  quarter  of  recovery
AO  L980Q3  0.017  0.004  1st  quarter  of  recovery
AO  L983Ql  0.025  0.004  lst  quarter  of  recovery
LS  1985Q2  -0.014  0.003Date  Varlable
Tabl-e  4
Outlier  Dates  in  Chronological  Order
Events
L952Q4  GNP  deflator,  compensatlon  Korean War
1953Q1  emplo)ment
1954Q1  GNP  deflator
1950Q4  consumpclon(-),  conpensation  Korean War
1951Q1  GNP  deflator,  CPI
19  51-Q2  consmption(-)
1951Q3  cPr  (-)
1952Q3  fixed  inwestrnent (  -)
L947Q4  GNP  deflator
1948Q1-  compensatLon
1948Q4  GNP  deflator(-),  cPI  (-)
1949Q4  compensatlon(-  )
1950Q1-  real  GNP
1950Q2  emplo)ment




1959Q3  industrial  production(-  )
19s9Q4  Ml(-)
l-960Q1  industrlal  productlon
19  6  3Q1-  money base
L967Q3  CPr
L967Q4  cNP deflator
1973Q1  CPI,  compensatlon




L979Q4  AAA bond yields
1980Q1  AAA bond yields





recesslon,  1at  quarter
recesslon,  trough
expanslon,  lst  quarter




Korean llar,  prlce  contfols
Korean war.  steel  strike
Korean War,  quarter  before  peak
Korean War disarnament




Vietnan  War expansion
vietnam  Wat expansion
Nixon  expansion
Nlxon  expansion
recesslon,  lst  quarter
l-st  quarter  of  recowery
peak
!ecess  ion
lst  quarter  of  recovery
!ecess  ion
L956QZ  conpensation
1957Q4  stockprices(-),  productiviry(-)  recession
1958Q1  consumption(-),  enplolrurent(-)  recession,  trough
L914Q3  GNP  deflator,  stock  prices(-)  recession,  end of  price  controls
L914Q4  consunption(-) Iecessl.0n
l-975Q1  enploynent(-),  unenployment(-),  recession,  trough
industrial  production(-)
L980Q2  real  GNP(-),  consunption(-),  recession,  trough
fixed  lnvestment(-),  Ml(-)Table  4  continued
f982Q4  GNP  deflator(-),  CPI(-),  Volcker  disinflatlon,  recession,  trough
compensatlon(-),  stock  prices,  M1,
AM  bond yields  (-)
1983Q1  M2  lst  quarter  of  recovery
1985Q1  I'tl
1985Q2  u2  (-)
f986Q2  CPl(-)  reducrlon  in  energy  prices
1987Q3  noney  base(-),  M1(-)
L981Q4  stock  prices(-)  October  erash
r989Q2  U1(-)
Note:  (-)  indicates  thac  the  outlier  or  level  shlft  was nesative.Table  5



















































Y -  strong  ewidence  (signlflcant  at  5 percent  level).
N -  weak evidence.
t'I -  mixed  ewidence.
"  Evidence  of  GARCH  at  the  5 percenL  level  in  the  ARI model  residuals.
b  Evidence  of  nonli.nearity  ln  the  ARI model  residuals  using  BDS statistics.
"  Excess kurtosis  ln  the  standardized  fesiduals  in  GARCH  rnodel  (5  percent  level).
d  Excess  skewness ln  the  standard.ized  residuals  in  GARCH  rnodel  (5  percent  level).
'  Evidence  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardized  residuals  in  GARCH  rnodel ustng  BDS
statistlcs.
r  Evidence  of  GARCH  at  the  5 percenc  level  in  the  outller  model  residuals.
E  Evidence  of  nonli.nearity  in  the  outller  nodel  residuals  using  BDS statistics.





























MSupplementary  Tables  for
Large  Shocks,  Sma1l Shocks,  and Econouic  Fluctuatlons:
Outliers  in  Macroeconomlc Time  Series
Nathan  S.  Balke
and
Thornas  B.  Fomby
General Notes:
We enploy  tlro  tests  for  GARCH. The fi-rst  ls  the  Lagrange  Multiplier
(LM)  test  for  GARCH(o,q) versus  the  null  of  houoscedastlc  lty.  This  is  the  LM
test  descrlbed  by  Engle  (L982).  The tesr  srarisric  is  given  by  T*R2 where  the
Rz tern  is  fron  squared  residuals  resression  and T  is  the  number of
observations.  This  test  is  asymptotically  dlstrlbuted  f  with  q  degrees  of
freedom.  We also  use  the  Likelihood  Ratio  (LR)  test  for  cARCH(p,q) versus  the
null  of  homoscedas  ticity.  We use  the  LR test  for  testing  for  GARCH  in  the
residuals  of  the  basic  ARI  roodel since  we are  also  interested  ln  estimating
via  maximinum likellhood  a particular  GARCH  roodel.  Ite use  the  LM test  to  test
for  GARcH(o,q)  in  the  intervention  model  slnce  all  we wish  to  do  is  determlne
whether  ARCH  type  behawior  is  still  present  the  residuals  of  the  intervention
model.
The BDS statlstics  are  calculated  using  the  residuals  of  the  Basic  and
Outlier  models  and  the  standardized  reslduals  of  the  ARCH  nodel.  Under  the
null  of  lineatity  the  as)mptotic  distribution  of  the  BDS  statistics  fs  N(0,1),
Ttre first  row  corresponds  to  the  BDS staElstlcs  wlth  "e"  set  equal  to  one
standafd  deviation  of  the  residuals,  The second  rord corresDonds  to  an  "eu  set
equal  to  0.5  standard  deviation.Table  Al
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  for  real  GNP
Bas  ic  ARI  I'lodel
Agnp. -  0,004  +  0.323 Agnp"_,  +  0.132 Agnpt_2
(0.001)  (0.077)  (0.077)
SEE  :  0.0100,  kurtosis  :  3.91-0, skewness  *  0.028
First  ten  autocorrelati.ons  of  squared  reslduals:
0.08  0.11  0.04  0.L0 -0.05 -0.00 -0.01-  0.01  0.01 -0.04
Lj  ung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(f2)  -  6,273  (p -  0.9017)
LR Test for  cARCn(O,1)  -  1.888 (p -  0.159)
LR  Test for  GARCH(1,1)  -  5.798 (p -  0.0551)
Test  for  nonlinearlty  in  the  residuals:  BDS  statistics
Enbeddlng  dirnenslon  2  3  4
BDS(e:1.0)  0.95  L.82  2.33
BDs(e-0.5)  O.46  0.54  0.03
Outlier,/Intervention  Model
Agnp. -  0.004  +  0.377 Agnp._, +  0.113 Agnp._2
(0.001)  (0.074)  (0.074)
+  0.039  IO1950QLt  -  0.030 AOl980Q2t
(0.009)  (0.009)
SEE  :  0.0093, kurtosis  -  2.801, skewness  :  -0.111"
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
0.09  0.08  0.16  0.02 -0.02 -0.00 -0.08  0.04  0.1-0  0.09
Ljung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  L3.L1,9 (p -  0.3605)
LM  Test for  GARCH(o,3)  -  6.011 (p -  0.111L)
Test  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals:  BDS statistics
Enbedding  dfunenslon  2  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  O.44  l.0l  1.51
BDs(e-0.5)  -0.47  0.31-  -0.19
Notes:  Data are  in  logarithns.  Sample  perlod  is  L947Q4-L990Q2.
Iodatet -1if  r-date,  AOdate.  -  (L -  O.377L  -  0.113L2)IOdate.
0  otherwiseTable  A2
ARI  and  Interventlon  Models  for  Constmption
Basic  ARI Model
Ac. :  0.006  +  0.047 Act-1  +  0,218 Act_z
(0.001)  (0.07s)  (0.07s  )
SEE  :  0.0078, kurtosis  :  5.635, skewness  -  -0.585
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
o.23  0.L7  0.12 -0.01 -0.02  0.01-  -0.06  0.02 -0.02 -0.04
LJung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  18.483 (p -  0.L0L9)
LR Test  for  GARCH(O,l")  -  8.67L  (p -  0.0032)
LR Test for  GARCH(I,I)  -  f3.663  (p -  0.001f)
Test  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals:  BDS statistics
Embeddlng  dluension  2.  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  -0.  ss  0.05  O.72
BDs(e-0.5)  -1.07 -0.5r  -1.15
Maximurn  likelihood  estirnates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Basic  ARI Model
Ac.:  0.005  +  0.11-8  Ac.-,  +  0.224 ac._2 *  e.
(0.001)  (0.102)  (0.088)
d2t  :  0.0002  +  0,490 o2.-t  *  0.190 e2.-,
(0.0001-)  (o.2r2)  (0.080)
Excess kurtosls  and  skenness  !n  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosis  -  4.L73,  skewness  -  -0.335
Examlnation  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardlzed  residuals:  BDS statistics
Ernbedding  dLnension  2  3  4
BDs  (e:1.0)  -1.87 -1.82 -1.39
BDS  (e-0.5)  -2.30  -L.65 -I.47
OutI ierlIntervention  Model
Acr:  0.005  +  0.144 Act_1 +  0.238 Act-z  +  Q.O27  IO1,950Q3t
(0.00r)  (0.073)  (  0.071-)  (0.006)
-  0.035  ro1950Q4t  -  0.022 A01951Q2t  -  0.019 AOt958Qtt
(0.007)  (0.006)  (0.006  )
-  0.023 AO1974Q4t -  0.028 AO1980Q2r
(o.  oo5)  (  o.  006)
SEE  :  0.0050, kurtosls  -  2.568, skenness  -  -0.033Table  A'2 (continued)
Consumpti-on
Flrst  ten  autocorrelatlons  of  squared  residuals:
-0.10 -0.00  0.12 -0.0s  0.04 -0.14 -0.0s  0.03  0.03 -0.01
Ljung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  10.057 (p -  0.5109)
LM Test  for  GARCH(O,3)  '  4.017  (p -  0.2597)
Test  for  nonllnearity  ln  the  residuals;  BDS statistics
Ernbedding  dinension  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  -1.71 -1.63 -1.55
BDs(e-0.5)  -I.98  -2.02  -1.79
Notes:  Data  are  ln  logarithns,  Sarnple period  ls  1947Q4-1990Q2.
IOdater-1lft-date
0  otherwise
Aodaret -  (1 -  .l-44L -  0.238L2)  IodatetTable  43
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  for  Flxed  Inwestuent
Basis  ARI Uodel
Air  -  0.004  +  0.471 Alt_r,  SEE  -  0.0253
(0.002)  (0.068)  kurtosis  -  4.709,  skewness  :  -0.155
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
0.1.5  0.00 -0.07 -0.09 -0.05  0.01  0.0s  0.10  0.05  0.11
Lj ung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) :  13.761 (p -  0,3159)
LR Test for  GARCH(O,I)  *  4.927r (p -  0.025a)
BDS statlstics  fot  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dinension  2  3  4
BDs(e-l-.0)  1.96  L.7L  t.Ll
BDS(e:0.5)  1.98  L.32  0.40
Maximum  likelihood  estirnates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Bastc  ARI Model
Air:  0.004  +  0.493 ait-1  +  €t,  o2.  -  0.0005  +  O.L37 e2r_1
(0.002)  (0.071)  (0.0001-)  (0.00e)
Kurtosis  and skerrness in  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosis  -  4.793,  skewness  -  -0.379
ExaminatLon  of  nonlLnearlty  ln  the  standardized  residuals:  BDS statistics
Ernbedding  dimenslon  ?  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  -0.26  -O.26 -O.60
BDS(e:0.5)  0.3s  0.31-  -0.01
Outller/Intervention  l,todel
ait  -  0.004  +  0.547 Air-1  -  0.088 AOl952Q3t -  0.102 AO1980Q2t
(0.002)  (0.064)  (0.01e)  (0.01e)
SEE  :  0.0226, kurtosis  :  3.016, skewness  -  0.133
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
0.05  0.0s  0.00 -0.03  0.02  0.04  0.05  0.01  0.04  0.I2
Lj ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) :  5.1-04 (p -  0.954)
LM Test  for  GARCH(0,1)  :  0.367  (p -  0.5449)
BDS statistlcs  for  nonlinearity  ln  the  residuals
Enbedding  dirnens ion-  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  0.  88  0.76  0.30
BDS(e-0.5)  0.45  0.73  0.11
Notes:  Data  are  ln  logarlthms.  Sarople perlod  is  L947Q3-I99OQ2.
Iodater  -l  if  t  -  dare,  Aodarer :  (L  -  0.547L)  Iodare.
0  otherwiseTable  44
ARI  and Interventlon  Models  for  Industrial  Production
Bas  ic  ARI  l,lodel
Alp.  :  0.008  +  0.504 Alp.-r  -  0.317 Alp.-2  +  0.258 Aip"-3  -  0.356 Aipr-{
(0.002)  (0.073)  (0.084)  (0.084)  (0.073)
SEE  -  0.0188, kurtosis  -  5.005, skewness  -  -0.491
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
o.2I  0.08  0.07  0.15  0.06  0.00  0,11  0.o2  0.08 -0.05
Ljung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  18.119 (p -  0.1121)
LR Test for  GARCH(O,1)  -  13.080 (p -  0.0003)
BDS statistlcs  for  nonllnearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dtmension  2  3  4
BDs(e:1-.0)  3.2L  3.  s8  3.98
BDS  (e-0.5)  2.79  2.54  3.73
Maximum  llkellhood  estlnates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Baslc  ARI Uodel
Aip" -  0.009  +  0.561 Alp.-r -  0.264 A,Lp,-2  +  0.158 Aip._3  -  0.316 Alp"_o
(0.002)  (0.087)  (0.06s)  (0.06s)  (0.068)
o2r  :  0.00024  +  0.316 e2.-1
(0.00004)  (0.126)
Kurtosls  and  skewness ln  the  standardized  reslduals:
kurtosis  -  4.256,  sker,,mess  -  -0.384
Examination  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardlzed  reslduals:  BDS statistics
Embedding  dimension  2  3  4
BDs  (e-1.0)  -O.6I  -0.22 -0.46
BDs(e-0.5)  -0.81 -0.21  1.15
Outl ier,/Intervention  Model
Alpt  :  0.008  +  0,590 Aip.-,  -  0.264 Aip.-,  +  0,257 Aipr-3  -  0.372 Aip.-a
(0.002)  (0.068)  (0.081)  (0.082)  (0.06e)
-  0.059 Io1959Q3t +  0.046 Ao1960Q1t  -  0.079 lo1975Qlt
(0.017)  (0.014)  (0.017  )
SEE  :  0.0167, kurtosls  :  3.744, skewness  -  0.140
First  ten  autoeorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
0.05  0.06  0.1_6 0.09  0.11 -0.02  0.04  0.22 -0.01-  -0.05
Lj ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(f2)  -  22.288 (p -  0.0344)
LM  Test for  GARCH(O,3>  -  4.964 (p -  0.1744)Table  A4  (contlnued)
Industrial  Production
BDS statistlcs  for  nonllnearity  in  the  residuals
Eubedding  dimenslon-  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  0.  88  O.76  0.30
BDs(e:0.5)  0.45  0.73  0.1-l-
Notes:  Data are  in  logarlthrns.  Sarnple  period  is  1948Q2-1990Q2.
IOdate.-1ift-date
0  otherr.rise
AOdate. -  (1  -  .590L + 0.264L2 -  0.257L3 + 0.372L4)  rodareTable  45
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  for  Labor  Productivity
(Output  per  hour  -  I'lanufacturing)
Basic  ARI Model
Aprod. -  p.gg7  +  0.300 Aprod.-1  -  0.233 Aprod.-2  +  O.L67 Aprod.-.
(0.00r-)  (0.076)  (0.07e)  (0.07e)
-  0,208 Aprod.-o
(0.076)
SEE  -  0.0104,  kurtosis  -  4.L44,  skewness  -  -0.546
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
0.09  0.04  0.09  0.13  0.07  0.03  0.26 -0.06 -0.00  0.01_
Lj  ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(f2)  -  f9.680  (p -  0.0734)
LR Test for  GARCH(1",1)  -  9.353 (p :  0.0093)
BDS statistics  for  nonllnearity  in  the  residuals
Ernbedding dinension  2  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  I.12  2.32  2.86
BDs(e-0.5)  2.22  3.10  3  .15
Maxin\a  likellhood  estiuates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Basic  ARI Model
Aprod. :  0.006  +  0,291 Aprod.-,  -  0.151 Aprodt_z  +  O.L44 Aprod.-3
(0.001)  (0.100)  (0.0e8)  (0.0e5)
-  O.I77  Aprodi-a +  €t
(0.077)
o2.  -  0.0000IL  +  O.749 o2r-1  +  Q.L45 e2.-1
(0.000009)  (0.126)  (0.084)
Kurtosls  and  skewness ln  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosis  -  4.065,  skewness  -  -0.511
Exaninati.on  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardized  reslduals:  BDS statistics
Enbedding  dimenslon  2  3  4
BDS  (e:1-  .  0)  -L .27  -'J..OZ  -L.L4
BDs  (e:0.5)  -0.81 -0.21-  1.15
Outl ierlIntervention  Model
Aprod. -  0.007  +  0.31-2  Aprod.-1  -  O,24O  Aprodt-z  +  0.L87 Aprodt-3
(0.001)  (0.072)  (0.073)  (0.073)
-  0.157 Aprod.-o  -  0.033  IO1957Q4t  -  0.040  Io1959Q2t
(0.072)  (0.009)  (0.010)
-  0.032 Ao1"974Q1.
(0.009)Table  5  (continued)
Labor  Productivity
SEE  -  0,0094, kurtosis  -  3.155, skewness  -  -0.052
FitsE  ten  autocorrelatl.ons  of  squared  reslduals:
-0.01  0.ls  -0.04  0.04 -0.05  0.00  0.00  0.03  0.05  0,00
Ljung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) :  7.972  (p -  0.7873)
LM  rest  for  GARCH(o,2)  -  3.668 (p -  0.1598)
BDS statistlcs  for  nonlinearity  ln  the  reslduals
Enbedding  dinenslon-  2  3  4
BDs(e:1.0)  0.88  0.76  0.30
BDs(e-0.5)  0.45  0.73  0.11
Notes:  Data  are  in  logarithrns.  Sarople perlod  is  1948Q2-1990Q2.
I0datet-lift-date
0  otherwise
Aodatet -  (1  -  0,31,2L  + Q.240L2  -  0.L87L3 + O.1,67L4)  Iodate.Table  46
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  for  UnemDlovment  Rate
Basic  ARI Mode1
Aun. -  9.946  +  0.788 Aunt_t  -  0.247  Ltn _,
(0.026)  (0.075)  (0.075)
sEE  -  0.3330, kurtosis  -  3.708, skewness  -  0.440
Flrst  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared residuals:
0.23  0.11  0.20  0.15  0.08  0.09  0.02  0.07 -0.03 -0.10
Lj  ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  q(12)  -  27.479 (p -  0.0055)
LR Test for  GARCH(l,3)  -  35.053 (p :  0.0000)
BDS statlstics  for  nonllnearity  in  the  reslduals
Enbedding  dlnension  Z  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  3.77  5.80  7.96
BDS(e-0.  s)  4.94  7.78 L2.0O
Maxinun  likelihood  estinates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Dasic  ARI Model
Aun. :  -9,91t  *  0.757 Aun  _,  -  0.1.66  Aun._2  *  e,
(0.024)  (0.096)  (0.0e2)
d2t  :  0.013  +  0.434 o2.-, + O.290 ez.-t  -  0,074 e2._"  + O.25O  e2.-3
(0.007)  (0.2s1)  (0.127)  (0.1-43)  (0.193)
KurtosLs  and  skewness in  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosls  -  4.033,  skelrness  -  0.763
Examination  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardized  reslduals:  BDS statistics
Ernbeddlng dinenslon  2  3  4
BDs  (e:t-  .0)  1.  31  1  .  8s  2  .25
BDs  (e-0.  5  )  O.37  2.07  5.00
Outller  /Intervention  Model
Aun. :  -9.929  +  0.751 Aun.-1  -  0.238 Aun  _,  +  1.045  IOl975Qlt
(0.02s)  (0.07s)  (0.074)  (0.330)
SEE  -  0.324, kurtosis  -  3.680, skewness  :  0.403
First  ten  autocorrelstions  of  squared residuals:
0.18  0.05  0.25  0.13  0.L2  0.13  0.05  0.10 -0.00 -0.07
Ljung-Box Q for  squared  resl.duals: Q(12):28.250  (p -  0.0051)
Ll'[  Test  for  GARCH(0,4)  -  L5.626 (p -  0.0035)Table  46  (continued)
UnemploJrnent
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearlty  in  the  teslduals
Enbeddlng  dlmenslon-  2  3  4
BDs(e-1,0)  2.72  4.77  7.oI
BDs(e:O.s)  4.03  7.  30 11,55
Notes:  Data  are  ln  levels.  Sarnple period  is  1948Q3-1.990Q2.
Iodat€t-1lft-date
0  otherwlse
Aodatet  -  (l  -  0.751-L  + 0.238L2)  IodaterTable  A7
ARI  and  Interventlon  Models  for  Employment
Basic  ARI llodel
Aern"  :  0.002  +  0.498 Aern__1
(0.000s)  (0.067)
SEE  -  0.0050,  kurtosis  -  5.071,  skemess  -  -0.437
First  ten  autocorrelatlons  of  squared  restduals:
0.18  0.10 -0.04  0.08 -0.01 -0.05 -0.07 -0.01  0.04  0.05
Lj  unB-Box  Q for  squared  reslduals:  Q(12):  l-8.962 (p:0.0894)
LR Test  for  GARCH(O,I)  -  16.464 (p -  0.0000)
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearlty  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dftnension  Z  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  2.O7  3.09  3.35
BDs(e-0.5)  0.56  2.10  1.36
Maximun likellhood  estimates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Baslc  ARI Model
A"tn  .-  0.002  +  0.524 Aenr_1  +  €t
(0.000s) (0.072  )
02.  :  0.000055  +  0.431 e2.-1
(0.000002)  (0.13s)
Kurtosis  and skewness ln  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosis  -  3.42f  ,  skewness -  -O,I47
Examination  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardlzed  reslduals:  BDS statistics
Enbedding  dimenslon  2  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  0.15  L.27  1.40
BDS(e-0.5)  O.94  2.94  3.53
outlier/InEervention  I'lodel
Aeq  :  0.001-9  +  0.536 Aero"_, +  0.016  I01950Q2t
(0.0004)  (0.052)  (0.004)
-  0.019 AOL953Q1t  -  0.014 ro19s8Q1t -  0.013 A0197sQ1t
(0.004)  (0.004)  (0.004)
SEE  -  0.0044,  kurtosis  -  3.250,  skewness  :  -0.232
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
0.03  0.11 -0.04  0.10  0.03 -0.03  0.02 -0.04 -0.03  0.01
Ljung-Box Q fot  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  18.962  (p -  0.0894)
I-l'l  Test  for  GARCH(O,2)  -  2.150  (p :  0.3414)Table  A7  (contlnued)
Employnent
BDS statistlcs  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Eubedding  dinenslon  2  3  4
BDs  (e-1.0)  2.O7  3.09  3.35
BDs(e-0.5)  0.  55  2.L0  l-.36
Notes:  Data  efe  in  logarithms,  Sanple  period  is  1947Q3-l-990Q2.
IOdate.-lift-date
0  otherwise
Aodaret :  (1 -  0.536L)  IodarerTable  A8
ARI  and Interventlon  Models  for  GNP  Deflator
Basic  ARI Model
Ap. -  0.003  +  0.453 Apt_l  +  0.298 Ap.-.
(0.001)  (0.074)  (0.074)
SEE  :  0.0056, kurtosls  -  5.224, skewness  -  0.078
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
0.1.9  0.07  0.15  0.23  0.09  0.L2  0.L7  0.01  0.ls  o.29
Ljung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  76.165 (p -  0.0000)
LR Test for  GARCH(0,4)  -  23.168 (p -  0.0005)
BDS statistlcs  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dimenslon  2.  3  4
BDs(e-1-.0)  3.32  4.62  5.1-8
BDs(e-0.5)  3.29  3.76  4.7O
Maximum  likelihood  estirnates  of  GARCH  tlodel  for  Baslc  ARI Model
Ap.:  0.00088  +  0,522 Ap.-1  +  0.375 Ap.-z  *  €t
(0.000s8)  (0.o77)  (0.082)
a2.  -  0.000010  +  0.077 €2.-t  *  O.!99 e2.-,  +  0.150  €2r-t *  0.265 ezr-o
(0.000003)  (0.083)  (0.13r)  (0.  r03)  (0.  106)
Kurtosis  and skenmess in  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosis  :  4.299,  skewness  :0.273
Examination  of  nonlinearlty  in  the  standardized  residuals:  BDS statistics
Enbedding  dimension  2  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  0.22  0.2s  0.33
BDS(e-0.5)  -1.08 -0.74 -0.68
outlier/Interventlon  Model
Apt:  0.011  +  0.284 Ap.-1  +  0.195 Apr_2 +  0.015 AOl-947Q4t
(0.002)  (0.072)  (0.073)  (0.004)
-  0.017 LSl948Q4r  +  0.021 ro1950Q3t  +  0.017 AO1951Q1r
(0.003)  (0.004)  (0.004)
+  0.012 AO1952Q4r +  0.014 AO1954Q1t +  0.009 LS1967Q4t
(0.004)  (0.004)  (0.002)
+  0.006  Lsl-973Q2r +  0.0L5 r01974Q3t  -  0.010 LSt982Q4t
(0.002)  (0.004)  (0.002)
SEE  :  0.0038,  kurtosls  :  2.855,  skewness  -  -0.282Table  A8  (continued)
GNP  Deflator
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
0.04 -0.03  0.03 -0.09 -0.01 -0.09 -0.07  0.02  0.23  0.10
Lj ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(f2)  -  L6.744 (p -  0.1595)
LM Test  for  cARCtt(O,4)  -  2.129  (p -  0.7120)
BDS statlstlcs  for  nonlinearit.r'  in  the  residuals
Eubedding  dinension  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  0.51 -0.05  0.2L
BDs(e-0.5)  -0.20  0.05 -0. 34
Notes:  Data  are  in  logarlthrns.  Sample period  ls  L947Q4-L990Q2
I0datet-lift-date
0  otherwlse
Aodare, :  (L -  .284L -  0.195L2) Iodate.
LSdare. -  (L  -  .284L -  0.1-95L2)  LSDUMT,  LSDIJMt  :  I  t  > dare
0  otherwiseTable  49
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  for  Conslrmer  Price  Index  (CPI)
Basis  ARI  ttodel
Acpi.  -  0.00L9 +  0.728Acpi.-,  -  0,053Acpf"_, +  0.423Acpi._3 -  O.292Aepi.-o
(0.0006)  (0.07s)  (0.08e)  (0.08e)  (0.07s)
SEE  -  0.0052, kurtosis  -  8.777, skewness  :  -0.830
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
0.35  0.06  0.07  0.05  0.01  0.02  0.01 -0.03  0.20  0.33
Lj ung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  50.380  (p -  0.0000)
LR Test  for  GARCH(O,1)  -  31.230  (p :  0.0000)
LR Test  for  GARCH(I,I) -  42.232 (p -  0.0000)
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Ernbeddlng  dlmension  2  3  4
BDS(e-1.0)  4.82  5.78  6.28
BDS(e-0.5)  5.95  7.67  8.s2
Maxlrnurn  likellhood  estlrnates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Basic  ARI  Model
Acpl" -  0.01L +  0.651Acpi.-, +  0.118^cplt-2 +  0.380^cpir-3  -  0.276Acpi.-a
(0.00s)  (0.0e3)  (0.084)  (0.0e8)  (0.076)
a2,  -  0.0000027 +  0.529 o2.-r  I  O.4?9 ezr-1
(0.0000015)  (0.119)  (0.131)
Kurtosis  and  skevness  ln  the  standardized  residuals:
kurtosis  -  5.483,  skewness  -  -0.64L
Examination  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardized  residuals:  BDS statistics
Embedding dlmension  2  3  4
BDS  (e-1.0)  0.54  O.52  0.37
BDS  (e:0.5)  I.77  L.49  0.20
Outl ier,/Interventlon  Model
Acpi. -  0.002 +  0,558Acpi.-1  -  0.092Acpi._,  +  0.368Acpi.-, -  0.3l1Acpi.-a
(0.001)  (0.070)  (0.08L)  (0.082)  (0.06e)
-  0.020  IO1948Q4r  +  0.023 Ao1951Q1t -  0.012 A01951Q3r
(0.004)  (0.003)  (0.003)
+  0.007 LS1967Q3t  +  0.009 LS1973QLt  -  0.0L1 LS1982Q4r
(0.002)  (0.002)  (0.002  )
-  0.011 AOt986Q2t
(0.002)
SEE  :  0.0038, kurtosis  :  3.310, skewness  -  0.110Table  A9  (continued)
Consumef Price  Index
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
o.28  0.15  0.04  0.09  0.18  0.06  0.02 -0.09 -0.02  0.08
Ljung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  28.459 (p -  0.0047)
LM  Test for  GARCH(o,I)  -  13.531 (p -  0.0002)
BDS statistics  for  nonllnearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dimension  2  3  4
8DS  (e-l.0)  3.78  4.87  4.68
BDs(e-0.5)  3.32  5.s7  4.26
Notes:  Data are  ln  logarlthns.  Sanple perlod  ts  1948Q2-1990Q2.
IOdatet-1lft*date
0  otherwise
Aodaret :  (1 -  0.658L + Q.O92L2  -  0.358L3  + 0.311L4) IOdare.
LSdate. :  (1 -  0.558L + 0.O92L2  -  0.368L3
+  0.311L4)  LSDunt,  LSDUI.II  -  1  tf  r  >  dare
0  otherwiseTable  A10
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  fot  Conpensation  per  Hour  (Manufacturing)
Basic  ARI  Model
Acompt  -  0.004  +  0.377 Acomp.-,  +  0.147 Acompt_2 +  O.LOL  Aconpt-3
(0.00r-)  (0.075)  (0.079)  (0.074)
SEE  -  0,0059, kurtosis  -  5.853, skermess  -  1-.055
First  ten  autocorrelatLons  of  squared  residuals:
0.05  0.02  0.25  0.11  0.10  0.o2  0.08  0.24 -0.05 -0.02
LJ  ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  49.573 (p -  0.0000)
LR  Test for  GARCH(0,3)  -  22.274 (p -  0.0001)
3DS statistics  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dimension  2  3  4
BDs  (e-L  .0)  1  .  95  1  .  89  2.Ls
BDs  (e-0.5)  L.65  2.L4  1.91
Maxlnurn likelihood  estlrnates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Basic  ARI Model
Acompt  -  0.0036  +  0.454 Acomp.-1 +  0.206 Acoxopt-2  +  0.088 Acomp.-,
(0.00u)  (0.0e0)  (0.087)  (0.07e)
o2.  -  0,000022  +  0,312 e2._1 -  0.0L2 e2._z r  O.LB4  e2.-3
(0.000005)  (0.137)  (0.080)  (0.07s)
Kurtosis  and  skewness in  the  standardized  residuals:
kuttosis  :  3,184  skemess  :  O.470
Exarnination  of  nonlinearity  in  the  standardized  residuals:  BDS statlstics
Embeddlng diuenslon  2  3  4
BDs(e-l.0)  -0.76  -O.74 -O.93
BDs(e-0.5)  -1.37 -0.5s  0  .12
Outlier/Intervention  l,lodel
Acomp.  -  9.995  +  0.350 Acornp._1  +  0.031 Acompt_2 +  0.094 Acomp._3
(0.001)  (0.070)  (0.071-)  (0.068)
+  0.025 A01948Qlt  -  0.020 AO1949Q4t +  0.034  rOL950Q4t
(0.00s)  (0.005)  (0.005  )
+  0.015 AOI_952Q4t  +  0.017 IO1955Q2t +  0.011 LS1973Q1t
(0.00s)  (0.005)  (0.002  )
-  0.014  LS1982Q4t
(0.002)
SEE  -  0.0052, kurtosls  -  3.125, skewness  :  0.280Table  A10  (continued)
Compensation per  Hour
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
-0.08  0.07  0.0s -0.03  0.07 -0.09 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06  -0.08
LJung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  7.193  (p -  0.8445)
LM  Test for  GARCH(0,1)  -  0.974 (p:0.3238)
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dLnenslon  2  3  4
BDs(e-1-.0)  -0.73 -0. 79 -0.20
BDs(e-0.5)  -L.26  -0.7O  O.92
Notes:  Data  are  in  logarithus.  Sanple  perlod  ls  1948Q1-1990Q2.
IOdatet-1lft:date
0  otherwise
AOdate. -  (1 -  0.350L -  0.031L2 -  0.094L3)  IOdare.
Lsdaret -  (1 -  0.350L -  0.031L2  -  0.094L3) LSDUMt,
LSDUIQ  :1  if  t  >  date
0  otherwiseTable  Al1
ARI  and  Intervention  Models  for  Yields  on AAA Bonds
Basic  ARI Model
Araaa. -  9.6975  +  0.334 araaat-l  -  0.095 Araaat_2
(0.003e)  (0.077)  (  0.077)
SEE  :  0.0394,  kurtosLs  -  4.238,  skewness  -  -0.L37
Flrst  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
o.24  0.27  0.14  0.05  0.03  0.05  0.02  0.11  0.00  0.2I
Lj  ung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(fz)  -  45.302  (p -  0,0000)
LR Test  for  GARCH(0,2)  -  18.470  (p -  0.0001)
BDS statistics  for  nonltnearity  in  the  residuals
Ernbedding dimension  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  3.79  5.  13  7.15
BDS(e-0.5)  5.09  7.6T L3.32
Maximum  likelihood  estinates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Baslc  ARI Model
Araaa. :  O.OO77 +  0.384 Araaat_1  -  0.084 Araaar_2
(0.002e)  (0.0e0)  (0.082)
ozt  :  0.00079  +  0.338 e2.-1 +  0.1-85  e2.-2
(0.00013)  (0.  198)  (0.  143)
Kurtosis  and  skewness in  the  standardized  reslduals:
kurtosls  -  4.625  skewness  -  0.304
Exarnination  of  nonllnearity  in  the  standardized  residuals:  BDS statistics
Embedding  dimension  2  3  4
BDs  (e-1.0)  -0.34 -0.11  1.59
BDs(e:0.5)  1.13  0.95  3.59
Outl ierlIntervention  Model
Araaa,  -  0.0053  +  0.353 Araaat_1  -  0.143  Axaaa._,
(0.0028)  (0.077)  (0.076  )
+  0.L27  IO1979Q4t  +  O.L24 AOt98OQlr  -  0.138 AO1982Q4t
(0.036)  (0.034)  (0.033)
SEE:0.0353,  kurtosLs -  3.088, sker,lness  -  0.025
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
0.1_3 0.I2  0.18  0.05  0.18 -0.04  0.09  0.10 -0.01-  -0.02
Ljung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  2L.457 (p:  0.0440)
LM  Test for  GARCH(0,3)  :  9.2L4 (p :  0.0266)
LM  Test for  GARCH(0,5)  :  13.706 (p -  0.0176)Table  Al-1 (continued)
AAA Bond Ylelds
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearity  ln  the  residuals
Embedding  dlnenslon  2  3  4
BDS  (e:1.0)  3.47  4.68  5.72
BDs(e:0.5)  4.67  7.06 11.85
Notes:  Data are  ln  logarlthrns.  Sauple period  ls  L947Q4-I99OQ2,
IOdate.:1-ift-date
0  otherwise
AOdare. -  (L  -  0.353L + O,L|ILZ)  IOdate"Table  A12
ARI  and  lntervention  Models  for  Noninal  Stock  Prices
Basic  ARI Model
Asp. -  0.013  +  0.294 Aspt_1
(0.005)  (0.073)
SEE  :  0.0560, kurtosls  -  5.9L1, skewness  -  -0.503
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
-0.02  0.03  0.09 -0.04 -0.0L -0.05  0.00 -0.09 -0.01 -0.06
LJung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  5.31-2 (p :  0.9451)
LR Test  for  GARGH(0,1)  -  O.L2I5  (p -  0.9587)
BDS statlstics  for  nonlinearltv  in  the  residuals
Ernbedding dinenslon  2  3  4
BDs  (e-L  .  0)  -0  .  37  0  .  5s  L.34
BDS  (e-0.5)  -0.86  L.L9  O.97
Outl lerlIntervention  Model
Aspt :  0.014  +  0.344 Asp.-,  -  0.138 A01957e4r
(0.004)  (0.057)  (0.04s)
-  0.L76  IO1974Q3t  +  0.170  rot-982Q4t  -  O.26L AOl-987Q4t
(0.048)  (0.048)  (0.04s)
SEE  -  0.0475, kurtosis  -  3.244, skewness  -  0.288
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  residuals:
-0.05  0.07  0.00  0.07  0.06 -0.13  0.01 -0.05 -0.06 -0.03
Ljung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  q(12)  -  7.541  (p -  0.8199)
Ll'l  Test  for  GARCH(0,I)  -  0.396  (p :  0.5294)
BDS statlstics  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dimenslon-  2  3  4
BDS  (e:l-.0)  -0.8s  0.70  L.L7
BDs(e-0.5)  -0.00  2.2I  1.61
Notes:  Data are  ln  logarithrns,  Sample  period  is  1947Q3-l-990Q2.
IOdaret:1lfr:dare
0  otherwise
Aodater -  (1 -  0.344L)  IodaterTable  Al3
ARI  and  InterventLon  Models  for  Monev Base
Basic  ARI I'lodel
Aub. :  0.0005  +  0,000037 r  +  0.468 anbr_1  -  0.059 anbr_2  +  0.294 aubt_3
(0.0007)  (0.000013)  (0.075)  (0.083)  (0.076)
sEE  -  0.0048, kurtosls  -  2,972, skewness  -  -0.250
First  ten  autocorrelatlons  of  squared  residuals:
-0.04  0.18  0.00 -0.00 -0.05  0.13  0.09  0.04 -0.07  0.0s
Ljung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  13.151 (p :  0.3574)
LR Test for  cARcH(O,2)  -  3.313 (p -  0.1908)
BDS statlstlcs  for  nonlinearity  in  the  residuals
Ernbedding  dlrnenslon  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  0.83  I.73  L.77
BDs  (e:0. 5  )  0.07  0.18  1_.15
Outllet  /Intelvention  Model
Anb. -  0.0005  +  0.000025 t  +  0.424 Arnbr_1 -  0.090 Arnb.-,
(0.0008)  (0.000012)  (0.075)  (0.082)
+  0.265 AEbt-3  +  0.008 LSl"951Q4t
(0.077)  (0.003)
SEE  -  0.0047, kurtosis  -  3.L52, skewness  -  -0,165
First  ten  autocorfelatlons  of  squared  residuals:
-0.03  0.17  0.01 -0.00 -0.07  0.L2  0.08  0.02  0.00  0.05
LJung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  13,161  (p -  0.3574)
1,1i1  Test for  GARCH(O,2)  -  5.354 (p:0.0688)
BDS statistics  for  nonllnearity  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dluension  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  0.83  L.73  L.77
BDS(e-0.5)  0.07  0.18  1.15
Notes:  Data  are  in  logaritluos.  Sarnple period  is  1948Q1-l-990Q2.
lOdate.:1lft-date
0  otherwise
Aodatet  -  Q  -  O,424L + 0.090L2 -  O,266L3) Iodarer
Lsdaret  -  0  -  o.424L + 0.090L2 -  0.266L3) LSDttM
LSDUI4:1lfr>dare
0  otherwiseTable  AL4
ARI  and  Interventlon  I'lodels  for  Ml
Basic  ARI  Model
AUl"t:  0.0014  +  0.000054  t  +  0.466 AMlr_1
(0,0012)  (0.000014)  (0.058  )
SEE  :  0.0078,  kurtosis  -  IO,847,  skewness  :  0.846
First  ten  autocorrelatlons  of  squared  reslduals:
o.27  0.10  0.L2  0.06  0.00 -0.02  0.0s  0.01  0.11  0.03
Lj ung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  a(12)  -  20.557 (p -  0.0573)
LR Test  for  cARcH(O,l) -  3t-.333 (p -  0.0000)
LR Test  for  GARCH(I,I) -  53.041-  (p :  0.0000)
BDS statlstlcs  for  nonlinearlty  in  the  residuals
Enbedding  dimension  2  3  4
BDs  (e-1.0)  1.51  2.01- 2.7|
BDs  (e-0.5)  0.88  L.52  L.78
Maxirnum  likellhood  estlnates  of  GARCH  Model  for  Baslc  ARI Model
AMlt -  0.0004  +  0.000050 t  +  0.601 aMLr_l  *  €t
(0.0009)  (0.0000r2)  (0.076)
a2,  -  0,000005  +  0.616 o2.-L *  0.298 e2.-1
(0.000003)  (0.128)  (0.090)
Kurtosis  and  skewness in  the  standardlzed  residuals:
kurtosls  -  4.O07 skewness  -  0.068
Examination  of  nonlinearity  ln  the  standardtzed  residuals:  BDS statistics
Ernbedding  dimenslon  2  3  4
BDS(e:1.0)  -1. 56 -1.59 -1.05
BDs(e-o.s)  -2.23 -2.28 -2.25
Outlier/lntervention  l,lodel
AMlt -  0.0014  +  0.000048 r  +  0.509 Al,nr-l
(0.0008)  (0.000012)  (0.0s6)
-  0.01_5  AO1959Q1t -  0.016  ro1959Q4r  +  0.01-9  A0l-979Q3r
(0.004)  (0.00s)  (0.004)
-  0.029  IOL980Q2t  -  0.048 I01980Q3r  -  0.016 A01-981Q1-t
(0.00s)  (0.00s)  (0.00s  )
-  0.014  A01982Q2t  +  0.019  IO1982Q4t  +  0.012  LS1985Q1t
(0.004)  (0.00s)  (0.003)
-  0.022 LS1987q3t -  0.0L5 A01989Q2t
(0.004)  (0.005)Table  A14  (  contlnued)
M1
sEE  -  0.0050, kurrosis  -  3.424, skewness  :  0.018
First  Een autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
-0.03  0.08  0.06  0.22 -0.05  0.05  0.1-8 0.05 -0.08  0.02
LJung-Box Q for  squared testduals:  Q(12) :  f9.495  (p :  O.O772)
LM Test  for  GARCH(o,4)  -  10.704 (p -  0,0301)
8DS statl-stics  for  nonlinearity  ln  the  residuals
Embeddlng  diuension  2  3  4
BDS  (e-l .0)  -O  .37  0.  14  1.00
BDs(e-0.5)  O.24  O.L7  0.  39
Notes:  Data are  in  logarithrns,  Sanple period  ls  1947Q3-1990Q2.
I0date.-lift-date
0  otherwise
Aodater -  (1  -  0.509L)  Iodaret
Lsdarer  -  (1  -  0.509L)  LsDUl4, LSDUMT  -  1>  dare
0  otherwiseTable  A15
ARI  and Intervention  Models  fot  M2
Basic  ARI  Model
AM2r:  0.0026  +  0.000025  t  +  0.695 At!2r_1
(0.0010)  (0.000010)  (0.0s7)
SEE  -  0.0058, kurtosis  :  6.L24, skewress  -  0,919
First  ten  autocorrelations  of  squared  reslduals:
0.1s -0.01  0.02 -0.06 -0.03  0.01  0.01  0.04  0.08  0.26
LJung-Box Q for  squared reslduals:  Q(12) -  20.198  (p -  0,0634)
LR Test for  GARCH(O,I)  -  3.630 (p :  0.0557)
LR Test  for  GARCH(1-,1)  *  4.108  (p -  0.12e2)
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearity  in  the  resldual-s
Enbeddlng  dimension  2  3  4
BDs(e-1.0)  2.24  2.37  2.73
BDs(e:0.5)  2.78  4.31  5.4I
outl  ierlIntervention  Model
AM2r:  0.001-5 +  0.00004  t  +  0.701-  AM2r-1
(0.0008)  (0.00001)  (0.053)
+  0.014  ro1958Q2t  +  0.01"7  rol,975Q2t  +  0.017 AO1980Q3r
(0.00s)  (0.00s)  (0.004)
+  0.025 AO1983Qlr -  0.014 LS1985Q2t
(0.004)  (0.003)
SEE  -  0,0046,  kurtosis  -  2.935,  skeruness  :  0.18L
First  ten  autocorrelatlons  of  squared  reslduals:
-0.04 -0.00  0.2I  0.05  0.11 -0.05  0.05  0.08  0.04 -0.06
LJung-Box Q for  squared residuals:  Q(12) -  16.154  (p -  0.f843)
LM Test  for  GARCH(O,3)  -  8.L32  (p -  0.0434)
BDS statistics  for  nonlinearity  in  the  reslduals
Ernbeddtng  dimenslon  2  3  4
BDs  (e-1.0)  0.L5 -0.14  0.43
BDs  (e:0.5)  -0.81 -0.79  O.52
Notes:  Data are  ln  logarlthms.  Sarnple  period  ls  1947Q3-1990Q2.
Iodate.-1ift-date
0  otherwlse
Aodaret  -  (1" -  0.701L)  Iodaret
Lsdaret  :  (1  -  0.701L)  LSDUMt,  LSDU4 :1  if  r  > dare
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